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IncreasIng:


1  String 5 beads for Row 1. String Bead 6; pass around again 
through Beads 5 and 6. Bead 6 sits directly above Bead 5. 
Continue to add Beads 7–10 for the rest of the row (Fig. 1).


2 At the end of the second row, pass all the way through the 
previous row and the row just added (Fig. 2).


3  Row 3 and 4 start the increase; remember we add 2 rows 
at once. Work across Row 3 as usual, but add your desired 
increase—2 beads shown here. String those 2 beads. 
String a third bead and loop around to pass through the 
second increase bead just added. String 1 bead and pass 
through the first increase bead just added (Fig. 3).


4  Continue across the row in square stitch. To add the 
increase on the other side, the fourth row is started before 
the third: string 2 beads and pass around back through 
the first just strung; string 2 more beads and pass through 
the first of that pair just strung. Pass back through the en-
tire first increased row, Row 3, and through Row 4 (Fig. 4).


DecreasIng:


5  Decreasing is simpler than increasing. Pass through the 
last rows completed as usual, but exit where you want 
to begin your first decreased row. String one bead and 
square stitch to the bead below as usual. Repeat across 
the row, stopping the row where you wish to end your 
decrease (Fig. 5).
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TIPS from Leslie  
•  Square stitch requires several thread passes through each bead. Be sure to use 


a thin enough needle and thread, or large enough bead hole, to allow this.


• Cylinder beads work particularly well in square stitch.


•  Choose an even or odd number of beads suited for your design. We show  


an odd number here.


Square Stitch: Increase and Decrease
square stitch is so nice and geometric, coming closer than any other stitch to the look of 
loomed beadwork. Beads sit side by side, directly lined up in neat rows. Increases must 
be worked two rows at a time. Decreasing can be worked one row at a time. 
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